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Video
Zoom in on Import Your PowerPoint link on
GoAnimate.com
Drop a file into
goanimate.com/convert_powerpoint_to_vi
deo
Bored person watching a computer screen
with PowerPoint graphic bubbling up from
computer
Bored person becomes interested and MP4
graphic bubbles up from computer
Sample Presentation plays in Slide Show
mode.
Rewind Sample Presentation
Music plays
Pop in a character
Character smiles
Sample Presentation plays as a video with
presenter speaking
Focus on a point
Person watching computer screen nods and
smiles.
Showcase video scenes in video editor
Drop in the presenter
Drop in a computer monitor prop so that
PowerPoint video plays in the monitor
Drop in a chart that says 100 percent more
effective.
Music plays
Jane speaking
PowerPoint video uploaded to YouTube
Clients watching Presentation on YouTube
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GoAnimate logo

Audio
Introducing GoAnimate PowerPoint to
Video.
With just a click of a button,

you can now transform your old-fashioned,
static PowerPoint presentation
into a fully animated, captivating video.
Watch this sample slide show. Boring, right?
But let’s rewind,
and add some background music,
a presenter,
a voice-over:
“Hi, I’m Jane, and today I’m going to share
with you the Acme Project Management
Methodology.”
You can even direct your audience’s
attention to a particularly salient point.
Suddenly, your long, dull PowerPoint has
become a fully engaging and easy-tounderstand video.
You see, each slide is converted into a video
scene
that you can edit and embellish with
GoAnimate assets, such as characters,
props,
and charts.
Add music, a voice-over,
“Let’s go over next steps now.”
and then export your video to your favorite
hosting platform,
where your clients can view your
information anytime and at their
convenience.
GoAnimate: bringing your presentations to
life.

